ezACCESS PATIENT PORTAL
F O R a t h e n a P r a c t i c e TM

Improve practice operational efficiency
and help patients stay informed
The ezAccess Patient Portal integrates seamlessly with
athenaPractice to improve efficiency and reduce costs
while improving information accuracy.

Using the ezAccess Patient Portal can help streamline
health care delivery and make value-based care easier
by way of communication and task automation
capabilities.
Loaded with functionality and totally configurable to
your practice specifications and workflow needs,
ezAccess works well for everyone - patients, physicians,
administrators and staff.
Patients can request prescription refills, gain secure
access to their health records in one easy-to-access
location, communicate with the clinic staff and stay on
top of their financial obligations. Patients can also receive
phone, email or text messages for appointment
reminders, statement updates, clinical follow-ups
including lab results or drug recall notifications.
Physicians also benefit from ezAccess with patient lookup with full chart access, secure messaging (including
attachments) and integrated flag and document
workflow. Furthermore, the portal can be accessed from
any web browser, is easy to navigate and it can be
configured for any medical specialty. .

Administrators and office staff benefit when patients
actively use the portal. Labor-intensive activities like
answering phone calls, scheduling appointments,
completing paper-work and delivering lab results are
streamlined. Practices may also realize reduced
receivables as patients are made aware of their billing
responsibilities and often pay faster. Overall operational
efficiencies and increased collections in less time is
achievable when ezAccess is deployed in the practice.
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Additional benefits of ezAccess include:
Display financial policies and HIPAA notifications
Collect key demographic and health data
Acquire patient signatures on forms
Automatically send physician signed documents to
patients

ezAccess offers the right tools to help get your patients online
817-282-0300
817.282.0300
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